Abstract-The evolution of smartphones together with increasing computational power has empowered developers to create innovative context-aware applications for recognizing user-related social and cognitive activities in any situation and at any location. The existence and awareness of the context provide the capability of being conscious of physical environments or situations around mobile device users. This allows network services to respond proactively and intelligently based on such awareness. The key idea behind context-aware applications is to encourage users to collect, analyze, and share local sensory knowledge in the purpose for a large-scale community use by creating a smart network. The desired network is capable of making autonomous logical decisions to actuate environmental objects and also assist individuals. However, many open challenges remain, which are mostly arisen because the middleware services provided in mobile devices have limited resources in terms of power, memory, and bandwidth. Thus, it becomes critically important to study how the drawbacks can be elaborated and resolved and, at the same time, better understand the opportunities for the research community to contribute to the context-awareness. To this end, this paper surveys the literature over the period of 1991-2014 from the emerging concepts to applications of context-awareness in mobile platforms by providing up-to-date research and future research directions. Moreover, it points out the challenges faced in this regard and enlightens them by proposing possible solutions.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE continual development of sensor designs and deployment together with ever-increasing computing technologies in mobile device based embedded systems platforms have enabled to pervasively recognize the individual and social context that device users touch with. Hence, the inference of daily Ö. Yürür was with the Department of Electrical Engineering, University of South Florida, Tampa, FL 33620-5399 USA. He is now with RF Micro Devices, Greensboro, NC 27409 USA (e-mail: oyurur@mail.usf.edu).
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occurring human-centric actions, activities and interactions by a set of mobile device based sensors has drawn much interest in the research area of ubiquitous sensing community. 1 It is believed that introducing intelligence and situational awareness into recognition process of human-centric event patterns could give a better understanding of human behaviors, and it also could give a chance for proactively assisting individuals to enhance the quality of lives [1] , [2] . Ubiquitous sensing was firstly envisioned by Weiser [3] as in providing the right information to the right person at the right time through an effective kind of technology via physical environment, yet making the relevant computing elements and inter-communication invisible to the user. Then, the term of context-awareness firstly used in [4] where the ability of a mobile user's applications to discover and react to changes in the environment they are situated in. Also, the definition of context or context-awareness were simplified and generalized first by [5] , and later by [6] as in any information that can be used to characterize the situation of an entity, where an entity can be a person, place, or physical or computational object. In the latter, the complexity of context-awareness were linked with individual user activities by [7] , and also were modeled in [8] . In addition, use of context-awareness within mobile sensing, and within the concept of smart spaces was introduced in [9] - [11] respectively. Earlier attempts of context-aware applications were also presented in [12] . Since then, the envisioned interaction between smart devices and users has become possible today and inevitable for future technologies. Therefore, the ubiquitous sensing has led to increase the demand for novel applications and services to provide any interested context at anytime and from anywhere.
The integration of sensing and advanced computing capability in network enabled mobile devices will produce sensory data and exchange information among local or system-wide resources by feeding the Internet at a social scale [13] , [14] . This situation will emerge the concept of the Internet-of-Things (IoT, [15] , [16] ) to shift into a collection of autonomous, ambient intelligent and self-operated network nodes (e.g., independently acting smartphones) which are well aware of surrounding context, circumstances and environments. With these capabilities, the new network architecture would enhance data credibility, quality, privacy and share-ability by encouraging participation at personal, social and urban scales. It would also lead to discover the knowledge about human lives and behaviors, and environment interactions/social connections by leveraging the deployment capacity of smart things (e.g., smartphones, tablets) in order to collect and analyze the digital traces left by users.
It is well known that recognition of a human behavior highly depends on perception, context, environment and prior knowledge of most recent event patterns. In other words, the understanding of human activity is based on the discovery of an activity pattern and accurate recognition of the activity itself. Therefore, researchers have focused on implementing computationally pervasive systems in order to create high-level conceptual models to infer activities, and low-level sensory models to extract context from unknown activity patterns. At this point, the creation of a generic model to represent the true nature of human behavior stands as a major challenge. In this aspect, the construction of a framework by distinct middleware technologies have been put forward to provide the required model for recognition of daily occurring human activities via observations acquired by various sensors built-in smartphones. These activities are inferred as outcomes of a wide range of sensory applications utilized in such diverse implementation areas ranging from environmental surveillance, assisting technologies for medical diagnosis/treatments, to the creation of smart spaces for individual behavior modeling. The key challenges that are faced in this concept is to infer relevant activities in such a system that takes raw sensor readings initially and processes them until obtaining a semantic outcome under some constrictions. These constrictions mostly stem from the difficulty of shaping exact topological structure, and also stem from modeling uncertainties in the observed data due to saving the energy wasted during physical sensor operations and process of sensory data.
Today's mobile devices have been becoming increasingly sophisticated, and the latest versions are now equipped with a rich set of powerful small size built-in sensors such as accelerometers, ambient light sensors, GPS, 2 magnetic compass, and Wi-Fi. 2 These sensors can measure various information belonging to physical world surrounding the mobile device; thereby, ubiquitously use of mobile devices in the society creates a new exciting research area for sensory data mining context-aware applications. Specifically, smartphones could provide a large number of applications within the defined research area. Since human beings are involved in a vast variety of activities within very diverse contexts along with the usage of mobile phones are getting more integrated into human lives throughout the day, a specific context, whose relevant data is acquired through built-in sensors can be extracted by a smartphone application. Eventually, a desired information within the context is inferred by successful computing implementations.
Context-aware sensing applications can be classified under two different categories: personal/human-centric and urban including participatory/community/group or opportunistic. 3 In personal sensing applications, device user is the point of interest. For instance, monitoring and recognition of user related posture and movement patterns for personal fitness log or for health care reasons is an active research topic in this field. On the other hand, participatory sensing relies on multiple deployment of mobile devices to interactively and intentionally share, gather and analyze of each local knowledge that is not solely based on a human activity, but also based on surrounding environment. Hence, participatory sensing requires the active participation of each user into collecting of sensory data in order to result in a large-scale phenomena, which cannot be easily measured by a single participation. For example, delivering an intelligent traffic congestion report in case where many users provide their speed and location information while being in a transportation is a great example of implementation in participatory sensing. On the other hand, unlike participatory sensing, opportunistic sensing accepts sensory data collection in a fully autonomous way without active user interaction. This type of applications runs in background mode without any user intervention in actual sensing, such as continuous location notification or ambient sound recognition. In summary, the generic idea of all possible sensing applications is to orchestrate the increasing capabilities of mobile devices (e.g., computing, communication and networking, and sensing) through a running software on an existing hardware platform at a right time and place in order to enable services to infer meaningful information for the benefit of individual and community use.
Besides the exciting development of context-aware applications, middleware systems/services in smart devices, however, only have very limited resources in terms of power, memory and bandwidth as compared to the capabilities of PCs and servers. Especially, energy efficiency is a major restriction imposed on context-aware application developments since the extraction and inference of user relevant sensory data requires continuous sensor operations. This requirement unfortunately shortens the device battery lifetime due to high energy consumption required by both sensor and processor operations. One solution is to take precautions on sensory operations while putting them into more sleeping mode to reduce power consumption. However, it turns into an accuracy problem that middleware services may produce while providing information to applications. This situation triggers the research topic of finding optimal solutions to balance a trade-off existing between power consumption and sensory data accuracy. Hence, the key goal lies under discovering the best characteristics of the target complex spatial phenomenon being sensed, meeting the demands of application, and satisfying the constraints on sensor usage.
Toward this end, this paper surveys the literature over the period of 1991-2014 from the emerging concepts to applications of context-awareness in mobile platforms by providing up-todate research and future research directions. There are some successful surveys in the literature that take the phenomena of context-awareness in different perspectives. These works mostly consider the high-level (abstract) contextual information as a basis, and builds up the survey around it by introducing modeling schemes, types of applications, and their relations to different research areas. Accordingly, [17] surveys sensor utilization in mobile sensing, and types of context-aware application based on their sensing scales, such as within individual or large groups. It also gives information about mobile phone sensing architecture, and use of it as an sensing instrumentation.
Finally, it discusses challenges faced in system architecture while sensing, learning and distributing high-level context. [18] presents a detailed explanation of context, context types along with sensor types. Then, it continues with context modeling. Also, it covers architectural design principles and models to implement context-aware systems, and conceptual framework design for context processing. [19] looks in depth at the types and modeling of context. It also browses applications and architectural models that adapt to changing context. [20] examines a category of applications implemented for crowdsensing by explaining their unique characteristics and challenges faced in design process. [21] discusses requirements set by context modeling and reasoning techniques. Also, it shows a variety of context information types with a comparison analysis, and high-level context abstractions in the existence of uncertainty. [22] highlights context-awareness from an IoT perspective, and presents the background of IoT paradigm, context-aware essentials and their relations to sensor networks. The work also points out the principles of context-aware management design by surveying a broad range of techniques, methods, models, functionalities, and applications related to abstract layer based context-awareness and IoT. [23] , [24] survey context-awareness for recommender systems to build such intelligent systems that can better predict and anticipate the needs of users, and act more efficiently in response to their behaviors. The surveys explore contexts, context types and context modeling in the recommender systems, and defines future challenges to be faced in this research area. [25] takes context-awareness in a scope of mobile and wireless networking. It surveys traditional contextaware computing areas, and makes a connection between them with mobile and wireless networking notions. It defines the functionality of context-awareness in this term, and puts them in a precise taxonomy scheme. This paper differs from other studies since it surveys contextawareness in mobile platforms by pointing out and proposing solutions to the challenges in terms of recognition process of both low and high level context. More specifically, the paper aims at enlightening possible solutions to enhance the existing tradeoffs in mobile sensing, especially between accuracy and power consumption, while context is being inferred under the intrinsic constraints of mobile devices and around the emerging concepts in context-aware middleware framework. In addition, the paper provides an overview of context-awareness in ubiquitous/mobile sensing, and a comprehensive introduction to the definition, representation and inference of context. However, unlike other surveys, this paper does not extensively cover basic definitions and essentials in context-awareness. Also, this paper not only intends to summarize and itemize some important works done under a specific research branch of context-awareness, but also it gives a detailed view and current trends in this branch by evaluating works and investigating further evolvement. In this sense, it categorizes and gives an inside-out look into context-aware applications depending on the interested context under the limitation of mobile sensing, and then identifies opportunities in the covered research areas. Moreover, the paper exposes the key elements that modern context-aware middleware and framework designs must have, and their connections to mobile computing. Apart from clearly pointing out the similarities and differences of all research efforts, and identifying the open challenges, it also evaluates future research trends and paves the way for the researchers to see emerging concepts in the defined research area. Finally, the content and the flow of the paper always intend to seek for motivation, identification of drawbacks and road-map to possible solutions of the covered topics, eventually summarize and present findings by projecting the future.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the definition of context, context presentation and stages to context inference problem along with context modeling. This section also exposes the context-aware middleware and framework designs, and their key properties. Section III summarizes significant context-aware application domains, and categorizes them under the interested context. Section VIII puts emphasis on the challenges that are faced in context-awareness and system integration around this research topic, and evaluates possible solutions. Finally, conclusion is given in Section V.
II. CONTEXT-AWARENESS ESSENTIALS
The context-aware systems aim at using a mobile device (e.g., a hand-held smartphone or attached/wearable device) integrated with smart sensors in order to monitor and measure individual or environmental phenomenas in the purpose for assisting or evaluating human lives to achieve a desirable quality in living standards. Fig. 1 shows the architecture of contextaware system including extraction of low-level context from unknown heterogeneous physical world information acquired by sensors, and then creation of high-level conceptual models based on such context inferences. In the following, we will provide details of key components and modeling processes of the system.
A. Contextual Information
In the real world, being aware of context and communicating is a key part of human interaction. A context is defined as a data source which can be sensed and used to characterize the situation of an entity. In other words, the context describes a physical phenomenon in a real world environment. Hence, the context can be described in a different way according to how equipped sensors are being used. The context can also be defined as a characterization of a specific entity situation such as user profile, user surrounding, user social interaction or user activity, etc. For instance, we can define the entity by user, and the context by location information. In this sense, context becomes a much richer and more powerful concept, particularly for mobile users by making sensor network services more personalized, and more useful. Therefore, context-awareness refers to the capability of an application being aware of its physical environment or situation, and responding proactively and intelligently based on such awareness [26] .
B. Context Representation
The property of context-awareness can be applied into mobile device based applications and systems in order to reduce human intervention by enabling autonomous proactive assistant services. Many context-aware applications provide this assistance by using logical context alone which is obtained through data mining techniques (e.g., stored information in profiles, databases or social websites). However, with the proliferation of wireless sensor-actuator networks, external physical factors (e.g., temperature, light, location etc.) are added into contextaware systems. Fig. 2 shows the hierarchical definition of context representation. As can be seen, sensors are accepted as low-level context that is directly referred to a raw data. A sensor in context-aware applications is described not only a physical device, but also a data source that could be useful for context representation. The collected contextual information may range in a wide sense in terms of specification and representation of a phenomenon in real world onto an entity in cyber world. Hence, sensors can be classified as follows:
• Physical sensors refer sensors that can capture any physical world belonging data (e.g., GPS: location, accelerometer: activity etc.).
• Virtual sensors imply a source from software applications and/or services, and a semantic data obtained through cognitive inference (e.g., location info by manually entered place pinpoint through social network services or computation power of devices etc.).
• Logical sensors define combination of physical and virtual sensors with additional information obtained through various sources by user interactions (e.g., databases, log files etc.). According to levels of abstractions, high-level context then is inferred from low-level contexts. Hence, a definition of semantic meta-sensor/meta-data/meta-context implies a level of abstraction [27] . Unlike the sensors, the context can be divided into:
• 
C. Context Modeling
Being associated with variant context sources, accurate representation of context with a high certainty under different conditions of measuring range and sampling methods is very important to assure the quality of contextual information. In this sense, context modeling is required to reason and interpret dynamic context representations at a high level abstraction in an unobtrusive way. A good context modeling aims at reducing complexity of applications for robustness and usability, and improving their adaptability and maintainability for future development. To be able to do that, it has to consider heterogeneity (i.e., imperfectionist dynamic nature), comparability (i.e., coexistence of similar context from different sources), and mobility (i.e., asynchronous, timeless data capture) of a large variety of context sources at any level of abstraction. It also considers relationships and dependencies among semantic entities such as accuracy in context provisioning versus remaining battery power. In this regard, many context modeling schemes have been proposed [18] , [21] , [27] - [29] . Important ones are compared in Table I , and listed in the followings:
• Key-value models use a simplest matching algorithm that defines a list of attributes and their content/values describing specific context. • Mark-up scheme based context models use a hierarchical data structure, mostly formed in XML [30] , that consists of markup tags along with their attributes and contents. Therefore, it allows efficient data retrieval. Also, this type of schema can be used among different application domains to store temporary data and in-out data transfer. However, it is not feasible to make context reasoning in presence of multi-markup schemes due to the lack of interoperability among different schemes.
• Graphical models, such as Unified Role Modeling (UML) [31] and Object Role Modeling (ORM) [32] , make connections among context attributes and values based on relationships. Especially, this model is widely used within database managements [33] that allow holding a massive amount of data, and perform quick data retrieval. Also, complex context relations can be managed easily through database queries.
• Object-oriented models [34] offer object-oriented techniques to be used in context modeling. Constructed object classes encapsulate or represent different context types, thereby reaching the context or processing its attributes are regulated with designed object-oriented class hierarchies and relationships. This model also provides re-usability, inheritance, and polymorphism features into context or inter-context relationships. However, the model is suitable to be used for a dedicated application that employs its own context reasoning structure.
• Logic based models include formality based on facts, expressions and rules in order to set constraints, limitations, policies or preferences while defining context reasoning. It is powerful to manage richness in context definitions by allowing to add, remove, or update new set of rules. Therefore, it could cooperate with other context modeling techniques to enhance context reasoning efficiency.
• Ontology based modeling [35] - [37] uses semantic technologies to represent context related attributes and relationships. It is very widely used and promising instrument thanks to its highly formal expressiveness and conceptualization. Therefore, there are many development tools and engines, such as Resource Description Language (RDF) [38] and Web Ontology Language (OWL) [39] , [40] , available to apply ontology reasoning techniques. This model aims at providing simple, flexible, extensible, generic and explicitly well defined design objectives. However, with growing data size, context reasoning could be computationally expensive.
All context modeling approaches ultimately intends to provide solutions in context reasoning by seeking for capturing a variety of context types along with their relationships, dependencies, timeliness, and quality of content. They also intends to support accurate reasoning, and clear uncertainty on higherlevel context abstractions. Therefore, there might not be a single context modeling technique to be used in a standalone fashion.
D. Context-Aware Middleware
The growing deployment of sensor technologies in smart devices and innumerable software applications utilizing sensors to sense the surrounding physical environment in order to offer a wide range of user-specific services have led the creation of a layered system architecture (i.e., context-aware middleware). In this way, the desired architecture can response effectively for optimal sensor utilization, large sensory data acquisitions as well as meeting ever-increasing application requirements, leveraging the pervasive context-processing software libraries, and considering mobile device resource constraints. Due to the ubiquity of these computing devices in a dynamic environment where the sensor network topologies actively change, it yields applications to behave opportunistically and adaptively with no initial assumptions in response to the availability of diverse resources in physical world, and also to scalability, modularity, extensibility and interoperability of heterogeneous physical hardwares [41] .
As shown in Fig. 3 , within the ISO/OSI Reference Model, a conventional middleware takes place of the Session and Presentation Layers by providing a higher level of abstraction built over the network operating systems (OS), offering fault tolerant resource sharing, and masking out the problems to facilitate heterogeneity, stability and efficiency of distributed systems. On the other hand, the context-aware middleware is defined as an abstract layer between OS and up-running applications. It aims at dealing with the heterogeneity of physical world through edge technology, by adding more specialized mechanisms and services than an OS can provide. It is capable of wrapping (i.e., controlling physical devices and interacting with them to receive data), analyzing and delivering the physical world information (e.g., through sensor networks, embedded systems, RFID or NFC tags, etc.) to the application services in a transparent way, as shown in Fig. 4 . This degree of transparency separates the application layer from the internal middleware operations and from the detailed implementations of lower layers directly. In essence, the middleware creates a shielded interface by both enhancing the level of abstraction support needed by the application, and intending to hide lower layer operations between the physical layer (i.e., hardware and communications) at the bottom and the application layer at the top. Furthermore, it allows the computational burden required for context management to shift from the application to the middleware by letting the developers only deal with implementation logic, and easily control the created entities (i.e., characterized context) by context management. In this regard, robust optimization in many system constraints (e.g., relative computational cost associated with entity relevant operations, limited battery power, insufficient information storage etc.) can be achieved. Moreover, the middleware will take the responsibility of all context-related entity management, and provide a complete global access into common resources needed by all applications residing on the same host without any conflict [42] , [43] . Fig. 4 also depicts the core components within the contextaware middleware design. Context Manager is responsible for collecting, processing and maintaining low-level context information (i.e., physical context) acquired through context sources. Basically, it converts low-level information to a highlevel event (i.e., sensed context), handles context dissemination and inconsistency detection, and notifies the adaption manager of the high-level event. Adaptation Manager queries, processes and regulates all contextual information/objects (i.e., inferred context) actively being used by each application, and also automatically receives a context change in case where a different context is observed due to the heterogeneity of context sources. In addition, it filters unnecessary information to have an optimal and effective result based on current context together with inclination or preference of user activity. Application controller has the highest-level context (i.e., presumed context) obtained through inter-working with the adaptation manager. It processes the final context and sends attribute information back to the context manager. Most importantly, the application controller does not have to interact with context sources, and even it does not know what context coming from which context sources at any time.
It is also worth noting that semantic metadata plays an important role in context-aware middleware, since it is defined at a high level of abstraction to represent contexts as structure and meaning of entities, and also to present context-related adaptation strategies, which enable the middleware to behave dynamically with a minimal human intervention. Having semantic metadata allows unambiguously specification of context models and knowledge share among entities without loss of meaning. Thanks to its interoperability and openness, it also allows to infer some other complex knowledge at the upper layers in presence of variant semantic metadata. However, the complexity of context resources in heterogeneous physical world, and also interactions among diverse context resources make it difficult to describe the relevant metadata explicitly.
Other properties supported by the context-aware middleware include:
• It either runs standalone for managing entire physical environments or accept the existence of an infrastructure which can deliver required services. This differentiation is caused by heterogeneous sensing environment.
• It can have a reflective property that represents the obtained entities through context as semantic metadata. The metadata may belong to application, middleware itself, a context, or interconnected contexts (i.e., composition). Note that a context can differ (e.g., asynchronously obtainable over different sensors), and inter-operate with other contexts. This reflection property allows the middleware to monitor its computation and detects a possible change in the semantic world, allowing the middleware model itself self-represented. For example, manipulation of its behavior may be changed. Hence, any change occurred at the meta-level can affect the underlying base level, or vice versa.
• Adaptation is an important design merit that empowers users to customize systems according to individual preferences. This adaptation is defined by an autonomous process triggered by a set of requirements to improve quality of service (QoS) at the application layer. It intends to sense the physical world, reason the obtained context, and react dynamically toward the changing context. It also supports proactive adaptations that describe the capability to envision future application requirements caused by the context change, and to adjust the functionality accordingly to prevent/minimize direct application interaction with neither interfering nor modifying the application logic.
• It may constitute entities from physical/virtual context for all types of applications, or it can provide an application specific information delivery (i.e., service provider).
• It must run smoothly with the underlying OS. Since mobile applications run on a resource limited devices with low memory size, slow CPU frequency, and low power supply, light-weight middleware systems need to be designed.
A middleware for context-awareness supports the application development task by enhancing the level of abstraction and providing services in dealing with context. By this means, there are many middleware studies in the literature. The notable ones are listed in the followings, and compared in Table II. • Context Toolkit [44] is one of the earliest efforts in this domain. It delivers a combination of features and abstractions to capture and manage context source, and also to aggregate and share them among applications.
• Aura [45] is an architectural ubiquitous sensing framework. It provides context, application and task managements. Tasks are abstract representations of a collection of services. The framework detects environment changes, and migrates task operations into available service providers in the new environment. It is capable of adapting in the presence of dynamic resource variability, thereby it supports continuity of service for applications.
• CARISMA [46] provides a reflective middleware for mobile systems. It is also adaptive to dynamic environment changes. The tasks in context providing services are prioritized and resolved depending on importance ruled by applications, policies, and configurations under different environmental and user conditions. • Gaia [29] is a distributed probabilistic based contextaware middleware that coordinates ontology based software entities and heterogeneous physical networking devices. It provides context management, detection of events, workload partitioning event handling, and virtual context file management.
• SOCAM [47] is a service oriented ontology based context-aware middleware. It supports semantic representation and reasoning of context. It also divides context into upper and lower level ontologies such as interpreted context through physical world, and memory and battery status respectively. It allows adaptability by listening, detecting and invocating events for application services.
• COSMOS [48] is a context-aware middleware that accepts contextual information as a context node, and organized many context nodes in a hierarchical structure. Each context node runs independently while collecting, processing and reasoning context. The middleware follows this distributed architectural model to create scability by supporting many heterogeneous contextual sources, and their relations to each other.
• CoBrA [49] is a centralized middleware architecture that connects various context brokers. Each context broker runs independently, but the middleware creates a knowledgeable context network share. The middleware also addresses resource limitation and privacy issues in mobile computing.
• Hydra [50] is an IoT based middleware design to deliver solutions to wireless devices and sensor used in ambient awareness. It contains powerful reasoning toward various context sources including physical device based, semantic and abstract layer based. Therefore, it uses hybrid modeling scheme to represent low level context by object oriented modeling with key based approach, and high level context by ontologies.
• CASS [53] is a centralized middleware for context-aware mobile applications. Mobile clients connect to the middleware service through wireless network, and the middleware listens sensors on mobile clients, and gathers information.
• COSAR [51] is a context sharing architecture for mobile network services. It reasons human activity based contextawareness.
• QoSDREAM [54] is a component based middleware framework for the construction and management of context-aware multimedia applications. It also provides handling of location data derived from a variety of location-sensing technologies.
• Ubiware [52] is a self-managed middleware platform that utilizes different context agents in decentralized manner to manage mobility and scalability, enable autonomous context discovery, and configure complex functionalities such as composition and interoperability of relations among agents. Therefore, the middleware plans to create a collaboration among heterogeneous sources through semantic communication services.
• SALES [56] and CoMiHoc [57] are mobile environment based middleware platforms that support context management and situation reasoning through interconnection of various mobile devices.
• TinyRest [55] and Feel@Home [58] create an IoT based smart offices/homes by actuating wireless sensor networks through Internet connection. They act like a gateway to access different types of sensors and actuators, and fuse them to be able to support diverse application domains.
Like noted in Table II , the middleware design can accept different architectural structures. Centralized architecture, i.e. context server, offers a complete middleware design, and allows applications to be developed on top of it. The architecture connects to sensors and devices to provide rich resources and computational power. Communications among devices are handled by queries on the context server. The drawback for this type of middleware could stem from congestion of received queries. Stand-alone, or self-contained, architecture offers a direct access to sensors, but it does not allow context sharing of devices, connection to external services, or any type of device collaboration. It is ideally designed for small-scale solutions. Distributed architecture creates a hierarchical topology of connected many devices running independently and also having capable of their own context management services. It does not require the existence of a context server. Physical devices are connected through ad-hoc communication for information sharing, but the architecture lacks of processing computationally intensive resources. Component based architecture partitions entire middleware solutions on a few major components that interact each others. There are also some other design types available for middleware architecture such as node or clientserver based. On the other hand, privacy issue arises when user related contexts are collected, used and shared autonomously. Therefore, many middleware designs try to secure the context by making queries as in who controls what information out of context. Basically, they introduce the concept of context ownership to determine which application needs to be granted or to be denied to access on a specific concept. 
E. Context Inference
As one of the most important properties of context-aware middleware, context inference has drawn much interest in the research area. The middleware provides basic functionalities such as sensory data acquisition, processing and context recognition. The applied methodology may show differences in context modeling or reasoning. The context initially is called "lowlevel (i.e., atomic) context" since all required operations are carried out directly from data obtained by physical sensors. On the other hand, "high-level context" is obtained later through the combination of low-level and/or high-level contexts, which is called "composition". Some mobile classifier development tools such as "Kobe" [59] ,"WEKA" [60] , and former toolkits "The Context Toolkit" [44] can deal with low-level context acquisition from raw sensory. They infer high-level semantic outcomes while exhibiting efficient utilization of available resources, and achieving an optimal balance among energy, latency and accuracy tradeoffs. Fig. 5 shows the stages of context inference problem during the low-level process.
Accordingly, sensory readings are collected by a sliding window with a specific time interval and an overlap value. The length of windowing is an important design merit. The shorter windowing cannot seize the context properly, whereas the wider windowing would create a latency in detections, and puts additional workload in computations. Thus, obtained data segments by optimal windowing would provide more relevant information for context classification. In addition, the overlap value is important as well to detect any change in the context.
Preprocessing (e.g., context filtering or fusion) could be applied, if raw sensory data is too coarse-grained. It may also offer necessary modifications to correct deficiencies in the data due to the possible limitations on sensory operations (e.g., power concern). It is generally very challenging to analyze, build a classification model, and infer any context from raw sensory data since it may consist of a large number of variant attributes, irrelevant information and additive noise distortion. Therefore, feature extraction is applied to exploit hidden information in the sensory data set, and remove direct effect of additive noise distortion. It also enables separability in the context classification algorithm while extracting and analyzing the spatial characteristics of sensory data in each window and assisting in identification of different context classes. A feature vector, as a representation of statistical characteristics in the contextual data, is then constructed by using diverse signal processing primitives, ranging from time space-based features such as mean, standard deviation, correlation etc. to frequency spectrum-based features such as entropy, Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) coefficients, power density etc., and also to wavelet transforms. Table III summarizes the elements of a feature vector in time and frequency domains. Time-domain feature extraction is the most-popular one in many practical real-time applications since sensory samplings are already obtained in a time-series way. Whereas, the frequency-domain features such as FFT coefficients require much computational power to discriminate such feature like periodicity of signals. On the other hand, sensors such accelerometers generate random signals in their nature, therefore, using time-domain features could be successful up to some limit since it is assumed that signals are mostly deterministic in time-domain analysis to make such a differentiation. As a result, it would be better to apply stochastic analysis in these cases in order to describe a suitable feature space. The purpose of the elements being used in the construction of feature vectors is as follows:
• Mean represents DC component of a signal.
• Variance shows dynamics of a signal activity. For instance, a low dynamic activity, or a stationary signal, will have a low value of variance.
• Standard Deviation basically shows the similar information like variance does. It also notifies how far signal samples are spread out from its mean value.
• Energy or Root Mean Square (RMS) captures the intensity of a signal.
• Correlation among signals helps distinguish a similar activity occurring through a single dimension or multiple dimensions.
• Zero-Crossing Rate captures the cyclic pattern of a signal. It could be seen as an approximation of frequency. Thereby, it requires less computation in time domain rather than having frequency value in spectrum analysis.
• Spectral Peak shows the dominant frequency of a signal activity.
• Spectral Entropy allows to specify whether or not energy is evenly distributed through different frequencies. For stationary signals, the entropy increases; whereas, nondeterministic signals gives out less entropy by having peaky look in spectrum.
• Interquartile Range is used where different signals have a similar mean value. It represents the dispersion of signal data except for taking the extreme values into account.
• Mean Absolute Deviation gives the averaged dispersion of signal data with respect to its mean value.
• Spectral Centroid is the balanced point of the spectral power distribution of signal.
• Bandwidth is the range of frequencies that occupy signal spectrum.
• Normalized Phase Deviation notifies the phase deviations of spectral frequency peaks, that are weighted by their magnitude.
• Derivative clears DC offset of a signal, and shows intensity of variations in signal data.
• Histogram captures the density of a signal.
• Kurtosis gives the peakedness (width of peak) of the density of a signal.
• Discrete Cosine Transform is similar to FFT that enables to have spectrum based analysis, but only using real numbers.
• Autoregressive Coefficients are used for filters to estimate characteristics of a signal.
• Wavelet Transform is essential to time vs. frequency analysis. It allows only changes in time extension in correspondence to frequency analysis.
• Cepstral Coefficients gives information about the rate of change in different spectrum bands.
The diverse characteristics of feature vectors enable to have training data classes (i.e., structural features) for classification algorithms. Thus, a training data class is employed by classifiers to build a classification model, which will allow an unknown feature vector to test for its membership to any class dependency. A confusion matrix can be used to measure the performance of a classifier. The process basically is to test one of classifiers to map a feature vector into a training contextual data class, called supervised classification.
In this regard, various classification algorithms can be used as a classifier to implement a context recognition system. Techniques include, but are not limited to, Naive Bayesian approaches and Decision Trees, pattern recognition techniques such as k-Gaussian Mixture Model (k-GMM), k-means, k-Nearest Neighbors (k-NN) search, Support Vector Machines (SVMs), and Multi-layer Neural or Fuzzy Logic Networks. In addition, a statistical tool based classification such as Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) or AutoRegressive (AR) Models is also widely applied; and pattern recognition toolkits such as WEKA provides powerful solutions to the context clustering problem. Table IV classifies studies according to the applied classification methods. The followings are listed for widely-used classification algorithms, and for their roles in context-awareness:
• Naive Bayesian approach [61] assumes that each feature is conditionally independent in a given class definition, and estimates inter-class-conditional probability. Therefore, a Naive Bayes classifier fuses individual classification results to improve classification accuracy and robustness. This method uses the probability information residing in a training data in order to find the maximum probability of given hypothesis using the Bayes rule. On the other hand, Decision Trees [62] partition the feature space according to a tree structure. These structures fit the purpose of induction, and they are fast to be built for context inference on mobile devices.
• A multivariate-Gaussian (k-GMM) [63] is a maximum likelihood classifier based on mean vector and covariance matrix estimated from each class. Any feature vector
(i.e. tested data set) can be drawn from this model to check for which data class encapsulates a given specific feature vector (i.e., training data set), clustering problem. This is also called density problem, in which each class represents a cluster that is assigned as a Gaussian model with its mean approximately in the middle of the cluster, and also with a standard deviation showing a measure of how far the cluster spreads out.
• k-Nearest Neighbors (k-NN) search algorithm [64] assigns the nearest class set for the input feature vector by defining a dissimilarity function that measures the nearness between training data set and new data points in the feature vector. The dissimilarity function is generally defined by the squared Euclidean distance. However, the Euclidean distance does not consider how the data is spread out, and also may let the largest length scale between data points dominate the dissimilarity function. Therefore, the Mahalanobis distance is used where the covariance matrix rescales all length of scales to make them essentially equal.
• Support Vector Machine (SVM) [65] differentiates two classes from each other by using linear discrimination. SVM denotes each class as a binary data by labeling them +1/ − 1. The objective is to create a hyperplane that sets a rigid margin among data classes to achieve an optimal linear distance separation. Unfortunately, SVM cannot deal with multi-class classification directly. The multi-class classification problem is usually solved by decomposition of the problem into several two-class problems.
• Multi-layer Neural or Fuzzy Logic Networks [66] , [67] create a multi-dimensional Gaussian memberships. They can also be decomposed into a number of one-dimensional Gaussian membership functions to correlate with the number of input feature data. Each class in a multidimensional feature space represents a member of the classification network. The output is obtained by checking for Gaussian memberships of each input according to majority vote in the network classifiers.
• k-Means clustering algorithm [68] is associated with a specific case of Gaussian mixture models that stems from the limitation of covariance matrices such as them being equal, diagonal or small for each user state class. k-Means algorithm finds the members of each class from a given data, where the classes are represented by their centers, which also show updated/re-constructed mean values.
• A statistical tool shows dependencies of states at discrete time that are influenced directly by a state/states at prior discrete times. Discrete time is used to specify periodic sensor readings. Therefore, Hidden Markov Model (HMM) [69] is a mostly applied statistical tool that models time-series with spatial and temporal variability. In such statistical classifiers, sensor readings (i.e., extracted user contexts through mobile device based sensors) are seen as inputs. These readings undergo a series of signal processing operations, and eventually end up with a classification algorithm in order to provide desirable inferences. A required classification algorithm differs in terms of explanation of extracted context through a specific sensor. Outcomes of the algorithm are represented in a matrix whose elements show probability weights for possible context selections. Classification algorithms produce observations (i.e., visible states) of HMM. Among observations, only one observation is expected to provide the most likely differentiation in the selection of final context inference. On the other hand, desirable context inferences are defined as hidden states of HMM since they are not directly observable but only reachable over visible states. Therefore, each observation has cross probabilities to point any context inference. These cross probabilities build an emission matrix that basically defines decision probabilities of picking context from available observations.
• Auto-Regressive (AR) models [70] are used to show the correlation among various feature parameters for each context inference. AR models apply time series analysis in which a multi-dimensional vector is transformed into a number of coefficients to make the analysis much easier. By doing that, AR captures the evolution and interdependencies among time series.
• The feature vector constructed by any classification algorithm requires much computation. There is also no necessity to compute such features that are irrelevant or redundant to infer the context by providing insignificant improvement in accuracy. Hence, it is desirable to reduce the complexity and dimension of the feature set by retaining the core probability distribution spanned through feature vector spaces. In such cases, the dimension of feature vector can be reduced by using Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [71] or Linear/Quadratic Discriminant Analysis (LDA/QDA) [72] , [73] . They help obtain sufficient statistics to model the context and allow lower computational complexity. Both methods seek for a projection vector that transforms the original features into a lower dimensional space by preserving the content of separability. Unlike the PCA, the LDA performs well in seeking a suitable projection for data discrimination by applying an effective separation in data transform into different classes. The output of classifiers sometimes cannot resolve consistent discrimination in a time sequence of adjacent context inferences. In this case, a basic smoothing technique takes a majority voting scheme with a sliding window of a specific history 
F. Online Context Processing
The context inference process may cause many drawbacks and tradeoffs, with respect to context classification algorithms. A statistical tool-based classification, mostly using Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) or using AutoRegressive (AR) models, is one of the foremost methods to infer context obtained via wearable or built-in smart device sensors. However, these studies mostly allow predefined user-manipulated system parameter settings, such as arbitrary formation of context transition matrix in HMMs, or building filtering coefficients in ARs, which is not suitable for online processing due to increasing computational workload while enlarging the data size. In addition, the quantitative nature of statistical tools makes it difficult to discriminate morphological bounded patterns and their interrelationships.
Other methods rely on creating feature vectors that aim at exploiting signal characteristics of sensory data and then cluster these vectors according to specific data classes. These methods mostly intend to implement a framework which imposes a wide-range of context-aware workload, by using diverse signal processing primitives. The defined frameworks generally analyze spatial characteristics of the sensory signals, based on either time space or frequency spectrum. High-dimensional feature vectors are constructed by including many signal processing functions. Then, these large feature vectors undergo pattern recognition techniques. The major drawback of these attempts comes from the fact that when processing large data clusters in a resource limited hardware. Especially, for an online classification algorithm, one of the most important things is to reduce computational burden and stay away from large amount of data manipulations. For instance, computational complexity
in a process of GMM, k-NN, and LDA respectively where L is the length of feature vector, D is the dimension, η is the number of iterations GMM algorithm, and c is the total number of user state classes. Increasing sizes of collected data, exploited dimensions, and extracted features affect the performance of online computation by adding additional matrix multiplications in pattern recognition algorithms.
In this sense, the desired approach to implement the context recognition process should provide the inference without considering a priori information, fixed thresholds, and initial training data classes. It also needs to show robustness in terms of any change in orientation of the device, dynamic profile in user context, and employ sufficient signal processing by causing non-redundant computational workload. Since supervised classifiers need extensive computations to generate models for training contextual data classes, and testing for unknown patterns, unsupervised learning is an active research area due to its nature of focusing on clustering or pattern discovery rather than classification. Therefore, the definition of self-or co-learning based semi-or un-supervised classifiers to actualize proactive context inferences without knowing any data class have been actively investigated [100] . Table V delivers a comparison table  among classification algorithms used in context-awareness.
G. Context-Aware Framework Designs
The pervasive mobile computing, which captures and evaluates sensory contextual information in order to infer user relevant actions/activities/behaviors, has been becoming a well established research domain. Most studies rely on recognition of user activities (especially posture detection) and definition of common user behaviors by proposing and implementing numerous context modeling systems. In addition, researchers have been aware of the need for computational power while trying to infer sensory context accurately enough. However, most works provides some partial answers to the tradeoff between context accuracy and battery power consumption. It is difficult to say that power saving methods have been significantly taken at the low-level physical sensory operations. Especially, there is not a generic framework that intends to apply adaptively changing dynamic sensor management strategies. In contrast, most works for creating a context-aware application emphasize either to set a minimum number of sensors or to maximize power efficiency by solely applying less complexity in computations and/or changing transferring methods of obtained context to the outer network services.
From the standpoint of the creation of a generic framework design for context-aware middleware services, it would be notable to mention the following studies:
• "EEMSS" in [74] uses hierarchical sensor management strategy by powering a minimum number of sensors and applying appropriate sensor duty cycles so that the proposed framework could recognize user states through smartphone sensors while improving device battery lifetime. Unfortunately, sensors employ fixed duty cycles whenever they are utilized, and also they are not adjustable to respond differently to variant user behaviors. Energy consumption is reduced by shutting down unnecessary sensors at any particular time. On the other hand, classification of sensory data is based on pre-defined test classification algorithms.
• The hierarchical sensor management system is also studied by introducing "SeeMon" system in [75] which achieves energy efficiency and less computational complexity by only performing continuous detection of context recognitions when changes occur during context monitoring. The framework also employs a bidirectional feedback systems in computations to detect similar context recognitions in order to prevent from redundant power consumptions.
• Similarly, "Sensay" in [101] is a context-aware mobile phone but as in form of an external sensor box which is mounted on the users' hip area. It receives many different sensory data, and eventually determines to dynamically change cell phone ring tone, alert type and un-interruptible user states. However, it classifies user states offline, and the system does not have energy efficiency.
• "Darwin" studied in [87] proposes a system that combines classifier evolution, model pooling, and collaborative inference for mobile sensing applications. It is implemented for a speaker recognition application by using efficient but sophisticated machine learning techniques; however, there is no power saving method applied.
• "Jigsaw" presented in [102] , a continuous sensing engine for mobile phone applications, balances the performance needs of an application and resource demands. The engine employs each sensor under a processing pipeline. It performs all the sensing and classification processing exclusively on the mobile phone. It also uses sensorspecific pipelines that have been designed to cope with individual challenges experienced by each sensor. Duty cycling techniques are attached to adaptive pipeline process if applicable to conserve battery life.
• The study in [103] creates a general framework problem under an energy efficient location based sensing application. It is noted that there are four critical factors that affect energy efficiency in location-sensing through GPS. These factors are static use of location sensing mechanisms, absence of use of power-efficient sensors to optimize location-sensing, lack of sensing cooperation among multiple the similar applications, and unawareness of battery level. The framework solution is given by introducing substitution to find an alternative less power consuming location-sensing mechanism, suppression to use less power consuming sensor instead of GPS when user location is static, piggybacking to synchronize with other location-based applications to infer a collaborative location info, and adaptation to adjust system parameters such as time and distance longer when battery level is low. There are also some other studies proposed in [51] , [84] , [104] in order to provide comprehensive solutions into creating a base framework for context-aware applications. Table VI analyzes some important frameworks by breaking down each study and comparing them in terms of learning paradigm, applied algorithm, power efficiency, processing method, interested context, input sensor, platform where implementation is carried out, and accuracy of framework outcome.
III. CONTEXT-AWARE APPLICATIONS
Mobile phones are equipped with sophisticated sensors. Most sensors currently available on smart devices are designed to perform some specific applications, such as accelerometers for detecting screen orientation, a microphone for voice conversations, a camera for capturing images and a GPS for displaying location. However, by introducing intelligence, situational awareness and context recognition into these devices, and given the right architecture within the context of ubiquitous sensing by enhancing and systematizing the existing methodologies, built-in sensors could be re-purposed and act as sensor nodes to proactively assist users in their daily activities by increasing the quantity, quality and credibility of community-gathered data. Hence, these smart devices could be used as instruments to collect data and provide meaningful observations belonging to user behaviors and surrounded environments. Some applied examples are activity measurement by accelerometer, ambient sound environment by microphone, and estimation of time and location a user spends indoors and outdoors by GPS. In addition, external sensors, such as biomedical sensors (e.g., ECG, BVP, GSR, and EMG 4 ), can also be deployed with a wearable strap on human bodies. Hence, more than one sensor (multiple sensory system) would be available in ubiquitous sensing for health. Information obtained from different sensors can also be cross-linked and presented as a new valuable input. For instance, GPS and accelerometer actualizes Geographic Information Systems (GIS) with potentially providing insight as to how the proximity of recreational facilities affects physical activity levels, or how the relative accessibility of grocery stores and fast-food restaurants influence a diet program. Wi-Fi can be leveraged to determine relative proximity of individuals to each other or fixed locations, it could be used for a study to examine the spread of an infectious disease. Bluetooth, as well as ZigBee, can also be used for ambulatory data collection of more traditional signals, such as blood pressure, heart rate, respiration, and blood glucose level.
In this section, context-aware applications are categorized in terms of the application fields that they are designed for. The categorization, as shown in Fig. 6 , introduces different application fields that researchers have been studying extensively.
A. Healthcare and Well-Being
Previously, the use of mobile devices within the context of the ubiquitous sensing has been successfully integrated in zoology and veterinary medicine to study the feeding habits and social behaviors of some types of animals from zebra to whales; whereas, the adaptation of this technology to human health has been paid attention recently.
With the advancements and increasing deployment of microsensors and low-power wireless communication technologies within the Personal/Body Area Network (PAN/BAN), the 4 Electrocardiography (ECG), Blood volume pulse (BVP), Galvanic skin response (GSR) and Electromyography (EMG). studies conducted under ubiquitous computing have grown interest in healthcare domain. Besides high demands for applying and understanding Human Activity Recognition (HAR) based systems, the integration of monitoring and analyzing vital sign data (e.g., heart rate, blood sugar level and pressure level, respiration rate, skin temperature, etc.) through sensors also more likely enable to change assessment, treatment and diagnostic methodologies in healthcare domain since traditional methodologies have been based on self-reports, clinic visits and regular doctor inspections [115] .
With the integration of emerging technologies in healthcare domain, sensor-enabled autonomous mobile devices can help caretakers continuously monitor patients, record their wellbeing process, and report any acute situation in case where abnormal behavior is detected. Thereby, it would be more easier and efficient to monitor and manage the lifestyles and wellbeings of patients with chronic diseases, the elderly people, the rehab taking patients, the patients dealing with obesity, the patients with cognitive disorders, children, and even more significantly to monitor and rescue the emergent vitals and status notifying soldiers in combat zone.
The home-based health care monitoring by mobile based devices is defined under smart home applications. The studies in [116] - [118] are carried out in order to create a smart home environment for treatment procedures of patients (e.g., having cardiac problem [119] , or diabetics) based on collecting data through different wearable physiological sensors (e.g., body temperature, heart rate, blood pressure, blood oxygen values, respiration level, and ECGs) and also reporting feedbacks remotely to the healthcare givers. The wearable sensors (including accelerometers, heart rate monitors and many others) have been also studied in [120] - [123] to recognize activity patterns for measuring fitness level, and discovering frequentness of body movement against obesity and weight loss programs [124] , diagnosing insidious diseases [125] (e.g., hypotension), and understanding emotional states [126] , [127] (e.g., stress level). Besides, smartphones can be used as a reminding systems [116] for aging related cognitive disorders such as Alzheimer treatment. Also, like a study called UbiFit in [128] , smartphone can capture user relevant physical activity level and corresponds the obtained information to personal fitness goals by presenting feedback reports back to the user.
There are many commercial products available at the market to give ubiquitous computing solutions in the healthcare domain. These products are mostly concentrated on assisting people on controlling dietary programs/weight management, discovering fitness level, measuring burnt calorie or energy level, counting step numbers, and recognizing activities. Philips Directlife, FitBit Zip and BodyMedia GoWear are some device examples produced for tracking activity patterns, counting steps, measuring calorie burnt, and calculating distance traveled. In addition, Impact Sports ePulse proposes heart pulse monitoring system. Many other products can also be found for measuring heat flux, galvanic skin response and skin temperature.
B. Human Activity Recognition
Recognizing human-centric activities and behaviors have been an important topic in pervasive mobile computing. Human Activity Recognition (HAR) intends to observe human related actions in order to obtain an understanding of what type of activities/routines that individuals perform within a time interval. By providing accurate information about HAR relevant data history could assist individuals on having better well-being, fitness level and situational-awareness [129] - [131] . For example, patients with diabetes, obesity, or heart disease are suggested to follow a predefined fitness program as a part of their treatment [132] , [133] . In this case, information corresponding to human postures (e.g., lying, sitting, standing, etc.) and movements (e.g., walking, running, etc.) can be inferred by a HAR system in order to provide useful feedbacks to the caregiver about a patient's behavior analysis. In addition, by the attachment of external sensor devices, e.g., Heart Rate (HR) monitor, patients with abnormal heart beats can be tracked easily and notified to caregivers in case of emergency in order to prevent undesirable [134] . In practical, HAR has only interest on single person activity detection; however, it can be extended to be multiple person recognition, which is called Activity of Daily Living (ADL). ADL is a way to describe functional status of a person, and his/her interaction with others. Hence, ADL becomes an essential part of community sensing especially for community health-care concerns (e.g., finding stress level in a group of people [135] ).
Studies for HAR, as shown in Table VII , can be divided into sub-categories based on the platform that a context-aware system is built on:
• A smartphone based: Activity recognition basically concerns about human beings and/or their surrounding environment. The constant monitoring of activity recognition was used to carry out by deployment of cameras with high cost or personal companion devices with no easy use. In addition, aggregation of monitored data was very complicated and impractical. However, since mobile devices are carried by people throughout the day, it makes them appear to be an ideal platform to be used in purpose of human-centric sensing. Especially, the accelerometer sensor, which can return a real-time measurement of acceleration through all coordinate spaces, is commonly used for HAR. It is employed either as a pedometer to measure steps counts and calorie consumption or as a monitor to recognize user physical activities such as postures and movements. Most measured events/actions/attributes are related to human posture or movement (e.g., using accelerometers or GPS/Wi-Fi/Cell Tower), environmental variables (e.g., using temperature and humidity sensors, microphone and cameras), or physiological signals (e.g., attachment of external devices such as heart rate or electrocardiogram, finger pulse, etc.). In this aspect, there are many studies [93] proposed to use smartphones to monitor users' daily physical activities according to their lifestyles.
• Wearable sensors based: Wearable sensors, i.e., multiplesensor multiple-position solutions, have been put forward to recognize complex activities and gestures within the HAR concept. It basically introduces multiple-sensor placement on multiple location of human body to well capture some specific target activities (e.g., brushing teeth, arm and wrist movements while folding laundry, etc.) which a smartphone cannot detect by itself. With the use of wearable sensors, sensory context is extracted from miniature sensors integrated into garments, accessories, or straps. Especially, traditional accelerometer based HAR solutions cannot provide recognitions at finer granularities for differentiation of some postures such as sitting and lying down since there are some drawbacks observed such as mis-adjustment of device orientation and position or insufficient number of sensors to have enough spatial information. Hence, wearable sensors with utilization of heterogeneous sensor deployment has been an active research area to respond a growing demand for HAR systems in the health care domain, especially elder care support, assisting the cognitive disorders, and fitness/wellbeing management [76] , [97] - [99] . Heterogeneous sensors are connected to each other with wired/wireless communication (mostly Bluetooth). Smartphone can be used as a center position for external sensor attachments. Proximity sensors decide the distance between sensor nodes (i.e., topology of sensor placement) by measuring the received signal strength indication (RSSI) of radio frequency in dBm. On the other hand, the deployment of heterogeneous sensors entail high cost and brings about some constraints in computationally since it requires intensive supervised classification algorithms. These algorithms are mostly carried out in offline analysis, which also makes the solution impractical. The constraints may also stem from sensor degradation, interconnection failures, and jitter in the sensor placement. Hence, the reduction of sensor dimension is highly important for node interconnection, and make the system stay still unobtrusive.
• An embedded platform based: In a HAR based system, higher classification accuracy is always desired. Especially, this implies a large number of sensor placements over the body in wearable sensors based applications. Variations in sensors and center device placements must let the system act robust to diverse feature extractions, and set specific classification models to make a context differentiation in any condition. Compared to the multiplesensor multiple-position solutions, creating a development platform consisting of multiple sensors could be a more practical way for HAR based applications since the attachment of sensors on specific body locations could return in similar reflection of feature signal characteristics on different activities, and it could lack of distinguishing diverse contexts. Therefore, like using smartphones, researchers have been studied mounting one-board based embedded hardware platforms with a predefined device position and orientation in order to investigate the effect of sensor placement on activity recognition performance, and make a better differentiation in context by fusing multiple sensor information with a priori experiment setups and unchanging conditions of training contextual data.
C. Transportation and Location
Location-based sensing [139] aims at tracking people over a period of time by recognizing their activities in terms of specifying transportation modes (e.g., walking, running, vehicle etc. when user is outside). Especially, since GPS receivers have been an integral hardware component in smartphones, data collected by GPS becomes handy to be used for network connected applications. Thereby, GPS is employed as an instrument for location-based sensing in order to inspect for the habits and general behaviors of individuals and communities [140] - [142] .
The localization is inferred with the help by GPS delivered speed and location information as well as a large amount of available data (e.g., street maps). GPS provides 2D data by setting a resolution value (e.g., generally 10 m) per certain distance within two successive data points (i.e., unit difference). Hence, consecutive GPS readings are grouped based on their spatial relationships in order to create distinctive segmentations among GPS traces. Then, GPS traces are associated with available street maps, which are represented as directed graphs where an edge represents a street and a vertex represents the intersection of streets.
GPS cannot penetrate through walls, and thereby the received data gets degraded. Thus, the usage of GPS for location-based sensing is valid for outdoors. Once GPS times out because of the lost satellite signals, Wi-Fi scan can be performed for indoors by checking for surrounding wireless access points. Wi-Fi could be used for outdoors either since it covers a range of 20-30 m as radius. Indeed, smartphones apply a hybrid localization scheme by using GPS with network-based triangulation by leveraging wireless access points for achieving coarse positioning [42] . The network-based triangulation collects information from RF signal beacons around reachable wireless cell towers, from Wi-Fi access points or even from Bluetooth (which is not effective but could be used indoor environment in presence of multiple users around), and then it uses received RF signal strength to measure relative distance through the physics of signal propagation among network nodes (e.g., utilization of local and mobile base stations). Hence, by measuring sequential RSSI data, transportation modes for users can be identified. In addition, during the Wi-Fi scan, MAC address (i.e., BSSID) of wireless access points might have already been tagged as a point of interest, which yields to retrieve automatically that user is in a familiar environment (e.g., office, home, gym etc.). Although GPS could detect some postures such as sitting or standing, the accelerometer sensor is rather used for such static activities due to GPS may not provide a concise solution for differentiation of user state classes at similar speed. Besides, the efficiency in power consumptions would be more healed in case where the accelerometer sensor is used.
Investigation of mobility patterns to extract places and activities from GPS traces have been generally implemented in a hierarchical structure [141] - [143] . According to the structure, the lower level begins with association of GPS traces with street maps, and the structure rises up by inferring activity sequences; and eventually, the structure ends up with discovering significant places from activity pattern with the help of spent time within each activity. By taking a log of recent history of transportation modes belonging to individuals throughout the daily life as well as mapping their location history, a general physical activity report can be documented, and also the goals of future activity plan can be reconfigured for the purpose of health and fitness monitoring. For instance; from physiological perspective, driving behaviors are investigated in [144] by taking consideration of trip destinations, trip times and driving efficiency.
By actuating community sensing, it could be possible to monitor highways for real-time traffic conditions, and forecast probabilistic traffic congestions, thereby the traffic flow could be re-routed in such cases [143] , [145] - [147] . This scenario can also be applied into biking [148] , [149] , thereby bikers can share their routes and let noisiness of the bike trails be known, and also they can take ride statistics for fitness documentation. Besides, most significantly, crowdedness level of metropolitan areas can be investigated in terms of daily visitor density [150] , [151] . Meanwhile, existence of multiple users in a specific area could also give a help to track and notify air pollution level for environmental monitoring.
D. Social Networking
The ubiquity of Internet usage have enable people to exchange innumerable different form of information at a global scale. This situation have resulted in explosive growth in the creation of social network platforms (e.g., Facebook, Twitter etc.) where people can describe and share their personal interests, preferences and information. With the emergence of sophisticated sensors equipped smartphones, the integration of smartphones and social networks have leveraged data collection capability, and led the born of exciting contextaware applications as well as the evolution of the Internet of Things. However, the question of how the inference of a human relevant context can incorporate with social network platforms in an autonomous way is still the most exciting research topic. In this sense, researchers have been trying to create context-aware systems where diverse and large data streams (e.g., image, video, user location, user transportation mode) are automatically sensed and logically fused together for social interaction of individuals or groups of people, which is sometimes called crowdsensing or crowdsourcing. "CenceMe" [152] is the foremost study which enables to infer user relevant activities, dispositions, habits and surroundings, and then to inject these information into social networks platforms. The fusing of sensor and social data for context-aware computing is also studied in [153] . A detailed study for the current state and future challenges of the crowdsensing is given in [20] , [154] . In addition, some exciting futuristic project ideas can be obtained through www.funf.org.
On the other hand, privacy, security and resource considerations unfortunately limit the expansion of community-based sensing applications since cyber-stalking [155] by tracing the revealed user information could harm mobile users by economically, physically, and legally. In the absence of relevant concerns, some websites/applications such as [156] can be used for reducing risks of community sensing.
E. Environmental
Environmental monitoring, on one hand, aims at sensing and collecting information about surrounding environment by basically providing personalized environmental scorecards at the human level; on the other hand, it creates an impact toward environmental exposure by contributing environmental solutions at the community level. The surrounding environment is either a small scale area (e.g., indoor) or a large one (e.g., outdoor). For indoor environments, applications to monitor HVAC systems and building maintenance can be considered [157] , [158] . For instance, one can use a smartphone to measure room temperature, and then smartphone can adjust heater or ventilator automatically to change air balance in a smart home environment. Moreover, it would be more reasonable to apply environmental monitoring in the context of community sensing. The studies in [159] - [165] provides applications for environmental monitoring to track and notify hazard exposures such as carbon emission level, air pollution, waste accumulation, water intoxication level, etc. In addition, noise pollution and ambience fingerprinting (fusion of sound, light and color) are other topics that have been studied in this content [109] , [166] .
IV. CHALLENGES AND FUTURE TRENDS
Mobile, smart devices supporting emerging pervasive applications will constitute a significant part of future mobile technologies by providing highly proactive services requiring continuous monitoring of user related contexts. However, a major challenge standing up to these sensor-rich smart devices is the limited computational, storage and energy resources. Table VIII summarizes awaiting challenges in design process of context-awareness in mobile sensing.
In the following, we identify some interesting research opportunities for future context-aware development.
A. Energy Awareness
Because mobile devices operate on a finite supply of energy contained in their batteries, energy awareness is one of the key resource management issues in mobile sensing. Specifically, continuously capturing user context through sensors imposes heavy workload in physical and computational capacity aspects of the device working process, and it drains the battery power rapidly.
To understand this issue better, an application example [167] can be examined. Accordingly, the accelerometer sensor builtin HTC Touch Pro is employed at a fixed sampling frequency. When the phone samples the accelerometer, overall power consumption on device increases by 370 mW; whereas, according to the data sheet of the accelerometer, it should consume less than 1 mW when active. Even if the accelerometer itself wastes very little power to operate its functionality, the phone with its main processor and other hardware components causes much more power consumption during the operation to accomplish a contextual sensory data extraction. Another example provided in [168] reports that today's smart devices are not durable to employ all sensors at the same time by giving an example of Samsung Galaxy SIII smartphone with a fully-charged battery. It is experimentally examined that the smartphone consumes 805 mW in idle mode, whereas the same device puts extra 573 mW power consumption while employing GPS connectivity. The experiment shows that constant sensor usage almost leads to reduce battery life by half. Given examples conclude that any sensor employment in mobile devices would draw more current from the device battery than it happens during a regular device run. Therefore, the mobile device battery will not last a long time to support device operations. Energy awareness can be integrated by creating energy profiles and energy estimation to present maps of power usage allowing the analysis of power draining caused by physical sensor hardware, computations in coding, and transmission of data. Using this analysis and having more statistics on behavioral characterization of mobile device infrastructure, context-aware applications can benefit more efficient process environment. Also, user intervene is important for securing energy awareness. In order to make power efficient decisions, users need to understand when power drain mostly occurs on their mobile devices.
On the other hand, increasing usage of mobile device application features along with network connectivity all the time will force the need for enhancing energy efficiency. For instance, constant connectivity in social networking platforms require continuous sensing that affects on the device battery life. Cellular and Wi-Fi are the most widely used wireless transmission technologies. Due to the increase in mobile data traffic and everdemanding popularity of mobile applications, energy consumption on wireless mobile data transmission/communications grows rapidly. Especially, energy cost of wireless networking operations in addition to the expectations of future contextaware applications requiring more use of multimedia, image and video rendering, data compressions/decompressions, complex web service connections will be extremely high. Therefore, there are some actions needed to be taken to decrease energy consumption and to prolong battery lifetime as in the followings:
• Radio optimization could reduce energy dissipation due to wireless communications by enhancing some radio parameters such coding, modulation schemes, power transmission and antenna direction.
• Data reduction would be a solution to reduce the amount of data to be processed or transferred. Methods such as adaptive sampling, network coding and data compression could help removing unnecessary information in sensing task. • Energy-efficient routing aims at ensuring connectivity and coverage, and exploiting redundancy in topology control protocols by dynamically adapting network settings with respect to application needs.
• Sensing scheduling, battery characterization and energy modeling are examined in detail in upcoming subsections.
B. Adaptive and Opportunistic Sensory Sampling
To address power efficiency in context-awareness, efficient sensor management systems infusing low level sensory operations need to be considered. An example method could be illustrated in Fig. 7 . The first stage starts with dynamically selecting a sufficient number of sensors [74] , [75] , called "Dynamic Sensor Selection", while a context-aware application is running. Thereby, sensors can be put in an order according to their power consumption levels and application relevance depending on an interested context. In addition, the best energy saving algorithm would be the one that manipulates the frequentness of sensory sampling intervals. In this regard, different duty cycling approaches would be the next stage of the ladder by tuning the wave form to power a sensor for a desired power efficiency. Besides that, adaptively changing sensor sampling periods can also be the final stage to achieve a certain level of power efficiency [77] . By adjusting sampling periods in sensory operations as needed, the total number of sampling occurrences either increases or decreases. As a result, relevant power consumption will adjust accordingly.
Above of all, an adaptive sensor management mechanism/ system to assign a mixture pair of duty cycles and sampling periods simultaneously would be a cure of consuming less power while running context-aware applications accurately enough [169] . However, intervening sensory operations to achieve power efficiency may jeopardize the accuracy of context-aware services, and thereby it creates a tradeoff between power consumption caused and accuracy provided by these services.
In this sense, optimization of physical sensor hardware operations during data acquisition needs to be created in a collective way by employing sufficient number of sensor sets to characterize contextual information, creating work division among chosen sensors, scheduling time-variant duty cycles and setting adaptively changing sampling periods.
C. Energy Estimation and Modeling
The use of smart devices is constrained by limited battery. The slow growth in energy densities of battery technologies compared with the increasing computing power requirement and hardware capabilities is now driving the need for accurately modeling power consumption profiles. With an high accurate energy model on device performance, energy efficient applications or running operating systems can be designed. However, the diversity in architectural designs within mobile devices and their components along with the differences in usage patterns present a challenge to profile energy consumption. To do this, we need to explicitly consider the impact of different usage patterns, and their relationships with the projected effect on power consumptions.
To find the relationship between user activity and energy cost, special applications are developed to gather data on user behavior by tracing usage pattern on device. Traditional methods [170] use external equipments such as power meters to model energy estimation based on measurements of device operation in different activity modes. On the contrary, recent studies remove the necessity of using extra equipments by runtime monitoring to track key operating system parameters and hardware components. They first determine a measurable power cost of using a specific device component, and characterize its effect on battery drain over a unit of time. Then, they collect power consumption related data through use of applications, and broke this data down onto premeasured component base statistics collected in applications in order to create a proper energy model. The final step aggregates all data collected by use of different applications and components, and generates power cost coefficients to anticipate online power consumption or battery drain for future smartphone operations. There exist many tools to measure energy consumption of mobile software entities. PowerBooter [171] constructs an automated power model technique that uses built-in measurement sensors and knowledge of battery discharge status to monitor power consumption on individual device components. The study also provides an online smartphone application called PowerTutor by associating with proposed technique to estimate systemlevel power consumption, and then inform software developers and end-users power-efficiency-wise application use. Another study in [172] uses an application tool called Carat that explores the energy drainage behavior on mobile applications. The study classifies applications as either having an energy bug, or being an energy hog. Informally, an application is an energy hog when the application drains the battery much faster than its average use. Whereas, an application has an energy bug when some running instances of the application drain the battery much faster than other instances of the same application. Trepn Profiler by Qualcomm is a diagnostic tool that measures mobile phone system performance and power consumption. It is capable of system and application level of energy profiling that might helpful to developers to be aware of power optimization in application developments.
However, these studies lack of some drawbacks that affect on accuracy of energy estimations. CPU time is mostly used as a proxy for energy, whereas mobile devices may interact with multiple hardware components at the same time for a specific application, and it causes a very variant voltage discharge on the device battery. Also, background running applications or services could consume a significant amount of energy that could distort the energy attributed to the application and create false truthfulness in energy estimation process; therefore, estimation techniques require carefully fine-tuned software environments. Moreover, power modeling tools like Trepn Profiler uses information obtained from internal device components to perform the battery level measurements. However, many mobile devices may not include components inside to support this feature, and power modeling lacks from sufficient measurements on power management. Finally, running energy modeling application tool itself requires involved process and algorithms to retrieve accurate measurements with a very low error margin.
D. Battery Discharge Modeling
Energy modeling methods that involve bypassing the device battery characteristics would not be reliable. Even though some technological advances has be made to improve density in battery capacity and charging cycles, it is not suitable to be used in the end products [173] . Thereby, the modeling of battery's nonlinearities [174] , [175] , and understanding the correlation between usage patterns and battery depletion will lead to successful discovery of optimal energy reduction strategies that will eventually help maximize the wasted energy consumption to improve the QoS of context-aware applications. In this regard, the topics such as extension of battery lifetimes, estimation of energy delivery or battery discharge, and optimal energy management have drawn much research interest in mobile computing. The examination of non-linear battery behaviors becomes crucial in terms of creating optimal sensor management systems. Correspondingly, battery lifetime mostly depends on energy consumption rate, discharge profile, i.e., usage pattern, and battery non-linearities. At the high energy consumption rate, the effective residual battery capacity degrades and results in having a shorter battery lifetime. However, any precautionary change in the usage pattern could extend the battery lifetime. More importantly, the physical non-linearities in the batteries could recover the lost capacity while energy consumption decreases. Accurately estimating the remaining battery capacity [176] and reporting of the battery state-of-charge becomes a difficult task due to the nonlinear battery behavior, and also the time-varying nature of mobile device operation that would cause different amount of power need at any time.
The future research trend should investigate mobile device based battery behavior with respect to variant sensory operations in smart devices. Thereby, the linkage between battery discharge and power consumption caused by the sensors can be analyzed, and most importantly, a fine power efficiency can be objected to achieve while satisfying continuity of mobile device based context-aware services.
E. Data Calibration and Robustness
Because of mobility, the outputs of inertia or ambient sensors are prone to having false truthfulness such as the quality of sound and picture samples. More significantly, constant sensor displacement in motion-based activity recognition systems is a serious disadvantage that causes decrease in application accuracy. Any change in orientation of the mobile device, such as rotation, is an important design drawback for the most of classification algorithms, especially for those which solely rely on exploiting feature vectors through a specific axis information. In case where the sensor is not placed fixed, suppose an accelerometer is used in a HAR based application, it would produce some distortion over acceleration axes. Upward or downward position change of the device causes x-axis flipped to y-axis or vice versa. Therefore, an adaptive context inference scheme needs to be employed to detect the sensor position/ orientation or device position (e.g., in a purse, or a packet) in order to satisfy the robustness toward various practical usage conditions. This scheme also should select the most relevant context inference strategy dynamically. In addition, orientationindependent features should be considered during the context inference process. Finally, to reduce data redundancy, noise, and jitter in instantaneous sensor readings, a calibration and normalization process needs to be applied on sensory sampling operations to find proper filtering, sampling offsets and scaling factors on sensory data streams.
F. Efficient Context Inference Algorithms
Besides power consumption and battery density considerations, analysis and inference process of contextual sensory data has many drawbacks. Many studies can be found in which a framework is proposed to capture and evaluate sensory data. Most studies rely on recognition of user activities and definition of common user behaviors. The applied methods in relevant studies are based on using statistical models, predefined feature extraction and classification algorithms. The similar issue is valid with studies done for mobile event/user tracking and localization problems. The studies use clustering algorithms to derive the most significant user based location traces, and specify consecutive location points aggregated within a cluster radius through a certain of time period. Finally, they use map matching and reverse geo-coding to create geographical dictionaries for users, thereby this information could be used for predicting user mobility or trajectory. However, none of these studies engage themselves to model a common framework in order to construct a base structure for future context-aware applications. They would rather have canalized solutions to solve their own unique applications instead of a generalized approach. Therefore, these studies mostly focus on a specific sensor to discover possible target applications in order to exploit the contextual data.
Another important system attribute to consider is to prevent the use of supervised learning strategy. Most systems take pre-defined models or classifiers where a training data is obtained through several repetition of a similar experiment setup. Fig. 8 . The futuristic context-aware framework designs seek for finding a fine balance between power efficiency and application accuracy, managing adaptability to time-variant user preferences and behaviors, and applies lesser computational processing workload.
However, it yields to have a large amount of data in return to process, and makes the subsequent analysis to be carried out offline. Especially, obtaining training data classes to feed statistical models, classification or machine learning algorithms in a supervised learning strategy is an expensive real-time operation for smart devices, and it is impractical when considering the computational manner. That is, acquiring and analyzing of data, resource management by storing training samples, scalability problem by labeling data, and bandwidth problem by exchanging large amount of information. Therefore, the utilization of sensors must be lightweight and unobtrusive, and also the applied classification/clustering and machine-learning algorithms must be applied without computationally expensive, humanintervening offline methods. For example, the study in [177] provides a light-weight, unsupervised and online classification method to detect HAR based user context by collecting data from smartphone accelerometer sensor. The solution applies a sufficient number of signal processing and statistical techniques (light-weightiness) without receiving any a priori information related to user state classes, and setting any predefined/fixed thresholds over any specific acceleration spaces (unsupervised learning) in order to differentiate user activities. As a result, the similar type of implementation mentality needs to be applied into context-aware applications in order to meet requirements set by resource-constrained mobile platforms.
G. Generic Context-Aware Framework Designs
A generic framework that fulfills requirements set by all types of context-aware applications has not yet clearly identified. The problem often comes from the difficulty in building a reliable data set to represent a specific context interest, since the obtained sensory data can vary significantly under different circumstances (e.g., human speech with a variant background noise or placement of the mobile device). As a result, classifiers would not be practical toward varying sensing conditions, and eventually it would perform poorly. Hence, the adaptation problem becomes an important system attribute to consider. This issue even turns into a severe problem in case of resulting in different inference assumptions by multiple co-located mobile devices on a similar sensing event where a participatory sensing application takes place. One solution is to take advantage of cloud computing technologies, enabling to share information and ensemble situational resources among co-located mobile devices.
In this research content, the studies in [112] , [113] enlighten future research directions by presenting a generic system framework within the area of mobile device based context-aware applications. The research focuses on the inhomogeneity and the user profile adaptability while examining the trade-off between accuracy in contextual inference through sensory data and required power consumption during data processing. The inhomogeneity is characterized by time-variant system parameters, and the user profile adaptability challenge is modeled using the convergence of entropy rate in conjunction with the inhomogeneity. Accordingly, an implemented smartphone application demonstrates how entropy rate converges in response to distinctive time-variant user profiles under different sensory sampling operations. In addition, user related context is either recognized in the presence of sensory data or estimated while various energy saving strategies are being applied. During the recognition process, a sufficient number of signal processing techniques is applied to find out the best context-exploiting methods on the sensory signal instead of applying computationally harsh pattern recognition methods. Moreover, power efficiency is taken at the low-level sensory operations rather than just applying less complexity in computations or changing transferring methods of data packets in the application.
Futuristic context-aware framework design, as illustrated in Fig. 8 , must address to provide a generic solution that aims at achieving a fine balance between power efficiency and application accuracy. Accordingly, the framework initially acquires sensory observations and makes them undergone into a preprocessing structure. This structure basically filters out required information from raw sensory data, and applies basic signal processing so that it may help decrease redundant computational operations by not letting go further processing in case where there is not much change in desired context in the sensory data. Processing structure is reserved for context inference. A required context inference algorithm could differ according to the interested context through a specific sensor. Machine learning is applied later to obtain a better realization in contextawareness in order to create adaptability to time-variant user preferences and behaviors, estimate missing context inferences in presence of idle sensory operations, and also preserve the functionality against aperiodically received sensory observations. Most importantly, machine learning structure regulates sensor management by estimating user preference trends, and opportunistically finding out stable moments. Thereby, sensor management structure could use this information to figure optimal sensing policies, and change sensor sampling settings so as to power efficiency could be achieved while satisfying the accuracy of context-aware application services. In addition, sensor management structure needs to be aware of co-existence of similar context providing sensors, and create a coordination among them with respect to choices by processing structure.
H. Standard Context-Aware Middleware Solutions
A standard context-aware middleware needs to cover all types of application settings, provides an adaptation toward changing context, and acquire a collection of asynchronous heterogeneous context to create different abstract entities. It also needs to succeed to have a full transparency, that eliminates direct involvement of an application into context modeling process. In this direction, gathering diverse and asynchronous information, and presenting it to the application would be the future work in mobile computing middleware research.
Futuristic context-aware middleware also must deal with
• interoperability challenge that expects to collaborate among heterogeneous context providing devices as well as awareness of resource state at different layers and abstraction levels to optimize network-layer protocols.
• increasing amount in number of context providers, e.g., today's built-in sensors or future products, that bring about scalability problem. This results in many devices to interact on a small-scale place. Therefore, efficient information management and exchange is required.
• creation of an abstraction layer, not a centralized coordination, because context-aware middleware handles operations through various level of heterogeneous input and output hardware devices, software interfaces and protocols, data streams and transfer. A central entity cannot guarantee of managing all various system level activities, especially while having spontaneous inter-operation and de-coupled coordination among connecting devices.
• generic infrastructure where any context resources can be manageable, and sudden interactions of context providers are handled, such as plug and play of physical sensors. In addition, since meta-contexts like social contexts could be incorporated with physical contexts, a notable effort is needed toward this type of generic integration into a widescale opportunistic future ubiquitous computing.
• standardization for different types of domains and applications to address common requirements. This might be impossible to have but at least standardization needs to be specified for a certain domain.
• dynamic adaptation and auto-configuration support to context changes or context lost due to the underlying network is transient and fragile to have disconnections, as well as due to physical hardware that frequently join and leave context inference process. Also, auto-configuration means integration of different protocols, algorithms, and solutions on the fly depending on application requirements, mobile device settings, and available network infrastructures.
• asynchronous communication capability, especially in a mobile cloud use, to delegate and monitor data intensive and time consuming tasks.
• fault tolerance that determines the reliability and safety of ongoing processes. It is triggered by incomplete, interrupted or delayed tasks, e.g., a sensor operation to infer a context.
• smartness that help acting as an autonomous and intelligent delegate by being robust to mobility and context prediction while reasoning context. Especially, a fair and objective dissemination, classification and elimination is needed to concurrent or similar context representation and management.
• resource management to effectively support multiple applications at a time while allocating device components/resources and making them work coordinated at accommodating concurrent application requests.
I. Mobile Cloud Computing
Cloud computing, i.e., on demand computing, refers to the applications delivered as services through the Internet, and aggregation of computing as a utility together with required hardware and software provides those services [178] . Enabling cloud computing within resource constraint mobile devices along with context-aware sensing have led to the creation of a new paradigm called mobile cloud computing. Thereby, it is intended that computationally expensive and more resource demanding jobs are transparently partitioned and offloaded to the cloud in order to remove the obstacle that mobile devices encounters in terms of limited battery and processing power, limited connectivity, and low memory storage. In addition, another significant merit in the creation of a mobile cloud is that mobile devices themselves are not only contextual resource providers to the cloud but also could connect a mobile peer-topeer network by collecting resources of the various providers in a local vicinity. The idea of building a shared pool of configurable computing resources benefits from provisioned services with a minimal management effort and redeeming the disadvantages of having limited connectivity to remote servers and limited power to burst long range communications.
Despite increasing trend to mobile cloud computing, there are certain requirements such as adaptability, resource scarcity, scalability, mobility, frequent network disconnections, and selfawareness need to be met. Therefore, a mobile computing cloud has to be aware of resource scarcity, availability and quality of its service to enable diverse mobile computing entities located in an efficient scale by considering some aspects of mobility, low connectivity and finite power source, and finally dynamically engage with these entities depending on their requirements and workloads. In addition, fault-tolerance becomes very important due to mobility, and its effects on network signal losses. Most importantly, adaptability while employing mobile cloud based computing resource is not an easy task. Especially, augmentation process [179] and optimum selection of resource types stand as a big challenge to enhance and optimize computing capabilities of mobile devices that perform context-aware applications on a resource constraint platform. This challenge would be more difficult where plug and play smart objects are deployed in an environment that are willing to communicate other smart objects around through an inter-operable backbone. Moreover, mobile cloud computing will have a highly heterogeneous networks in terms of wireless connectivity. Different mobile nodes using variant radio access technologies will brings about some important issues such as low bandwidth, service congestion, network failures and latency in data transfer. To overcome these shortcomings, widely used fourth generation networks have emerged as promising technologies by increasing bandwidth capacity for mobile subscribers. Also, Femtocells [180] could create a connection to the cloud for short-range areas by enabling mobile subscribers to gain access to the network that results in a highly economical network structure to use only sufficient resources in meeting user demands at any given access point without impacting the large-scale network immediately.
J. Security, Privacy and Trust
Autonomous operation of real-life related ubiquitous objects creates a huge potential to interfere people's trust, security and privacy. Especially, context-aware based applications could give a feeling of users are being monitored all the time. This type of surveillance needs to be addressed as one of main functions during design process of context-aware middleware to manage and protect of security and confidentiality. Together with the deployment of IoT and mobile cloud, the scale of interactions, complexity, mobility and heterogeneity will grow drastically, and that makes the cloud of things hard to be controlled and be open to security threats such as application, web, network or physical based attacks. For this purpose, innovative encryption, cryptography and enforcement on data stream access control technologies need to be used for securing offloading data management and exchange, and detecting/removing malware. However, this will impose to utilize computational expensive and energy harvesting algorithms. On the other hand, for privacy protection, perception of the general public is still immature. Since mobile environments are dynamic and unpredictable, it is important for mobile users to have transparency and choices in order to control over their personal information, and also to have knowledge of data collection being operated by authorized services by authorized service providers. Moreover, privacy-preserving context-aware technologies are still an open subject for resource-restricted devices on what measures that privacy is secured. In this sense, the issue with contextual data ownership in a collaborative cloud networks along with data anonymity suffers from privacy of user, and needs to establish trust and authentication. Trust is only established if security policies are modeled to regulate accesses to resources and credentials.
V. CONCLUSION
This survey provides an overview of the context-awareness in ubiquitous/mobile sensing. It provides a comprehensive introduction to the definition, representation and inference of context. It also points out the importance of context-aware middleware design, and the challenges that are faced during design process and system integration. Moreover, the paper categorizes and gives an inside-out look into context-aware applications depending on the interested context and identifies opportunities in this research area. Looking into the future, we tend to believe that with the evolution of smartphones, software developers have empowered to create context-aware applications for recognizing human-centric or community based innovative social and cognitive activities in any situation and at any location. This leads to the exciting vision of forming a society of "Internet-of-Things". With the highlights of this survey, we intend to enlighten current trends and future directions to enhance the existing tradeoffs and drawbacks in mobile sensing while context is being inferred under the intrinsic constraints of mobile devices and around the emerging concepts in contextaware framework technologies.
